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Library Screening Reveals Sequence Motifs that Enable ADAR2 
Editing at Recalcitrant Sites

Casey S. Jacobsen1, Prince Salvador1, John F. Yung2, Sabrina Kragness2, Herra G. 
Mendoza1, Gail Mandel2, Peter A. Beal1,*

1Department of Chemistry, University of California, Davis, Davis, CA, USA, 95616.

2Vollum Institute, Oregon Health and Science University, Portland, OR, USA, 97239.

Abstract

Adenosine Deaminases acting on RNA (ADARs) catalyze the hydrolytic deamination of 

adenosine to inosine in duplex RNA. The inosine product preferentially base pairs with cytidine 

resulting in an effective A-to-G edit in RNA. ADAR editing can result in a recoding event 

alongside other alterations to RNA function. A consequence of ADARs’ selective activity on 

duplex RNA is that guide RNAs (gRNAs) can be designed to target an adenosine of interest 

and promote a desired recoding event. One of ADAR’s main limitations is its preference to 

edit adenosines with specific 5’ and 3’ nearest neighbor nucleotides (e.g. 5’ U, 3’ G). Current 

rational design approaches are well-suited for this ideal sequence context, but limited when 

applied to difficult-to-edit sites. Here we describe a strategy for the in vitro evaluation of very 

large libraries of ADAR substrates (En Masse Evaluation of RNA Guides, EMERGe). EMERGe 

allows for a comprehensive screening of ADAR substrate RNAs that complements current design 

approaches. We used this approach to identify sequence motifs for gRNAs that enable editing 

in otherwise difficult-to-edit target sites. A guide RNA bearing one of these sequence motifs 

enabled the cellular repair of a premature termination codon arising from mutation of the MECP2 
gene associated with Rett Syndrome. EMERGe provides an advancement in screening that not 

only allows for novel gRNA design, but also furthers our understanding of ADARs’ specific 

RNA-protein interactions.
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Introduction

Adenosine Deaminases acting on RNA (ADARs) carryout the catalytic deamination of 

adenosine (A) in duplex RNA generating inosine (I) at the site of reaction1,2,3,4. Because 

the A-to-I conversion changes the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding specificity of the base, 

the consequences on RNA function are wide-ranging and include changing the meaning of 

specific codons (recoding). This form of RNA editing is widespread in higher organisms 

with hundreds of thousands of A to I sites identified in the human transcriptome5-9. The 

efficiency of editing varies dramatically across different ADAR substrate RNAs from nearly 

quantitative to barely detectable above assay noise6,10. Defining the features of a target RNA 

that distinguish it as a good substrate has been a long-standing challenge in the ADAR 

field11-18. We know that ADARs edit efficiently within base paired, A-form duplexes and 

have 5’ and 3’ nearest neighbor nucleotide preferences, yet natural editing sites exist within 

RNA structures that contain helix defects (e.g. base mismatches, bulges, internal loops, 

etc.) and do not have the optimal nearest neighbor nucleotides. Clearly other features of 

a substrate RNA beyond base pairing and 5’ and 3’ nearest neighbor nucleotides allow 

for efficient interaction with the enzyme such that ADAR can overcome the effect of a 

sub-optimal sequence context or an imperfect duplex. Furthermore, evidence exists in the 

literature that suggests that base mismatches distal to the editing site can be beneficial 

for editing17. This has been rationalized by suggesting the duplex imperfections limit the 

number of double stranded RNA binding domain (dsRBD) binding sites on the substrate 

RNAs to only those that promote editing at the target adenosine19. Defining how different 

RNA structures can facilitate ADAR editing advances our basic understanding of the ADAR 

reaction and can inform the design of ADAR guide strands for maximum efficiency of 

directed RNA editing for therapeutic applications. We previously described a phenotypic 

screen carried out in S. cerevisiae of libraries of hairpin substrates for ADARs where the 

editing site was positioned within a 5’-UAG stop codon upstream of coding sequence for 

α-galactosidase20. Sequences that supported efficient ADAR editing led to reporter enzyme 
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expression and colored yeast colonies. These early efforts illustrated the importance of 

the editing site complementary sequence (ECS) and an adjacent hairpin loop sequence21. 

However, the need to transform yeast cells and visualize individual colonies limited the size 

of libraries that could be practically screened. Here, we describe a variation on this screening 

approach that does not suffer from these limitations and is amenable to the screening of 

very large libraries (e.g. 105-106 sequences in a single experiment). Using this approach 

with human ADAR2, we have identified unique sequence motifs that enable editing within 

challenging sequence contexts including for the 5’-GAA triplet that bears suboptimal 5’ and 

3’ nearest neighbor nucleotides22.

Results

Development and testing the EMERGe workflow

Our lab had previously described screening methods, such as an X-Gal screen20 and Sat-

FACS-Seq23, to probe combinations of mutant ADARs and substrate RNA libraries in a 

high throughput manner. As a logical extrapolation from those approaches, we developed a 

new screening assay, En Masse Evaluation of RNA Guides (EMERGe), to identify guide 

RNA (gRNA) sequences that enable ADAR editing at difficult-to-edit sites. EMERGe 

uses a hairpin RNA substrate with the target editing site covalently linked to a sequence-

randomized guide region (Figure 1A). The target RNA is designed to fold into a nearly 

complementary duplex structure that contains three distinct 10 nt regions: (1) a fully 

complementary 10 bp region 5’ to the edit site; (2) a 10 nt region which contains the edit site 

and 10 variable nucleotides (N10) across from the edit site; and (3) a fully complementary 

10 bp region 3’ to the edit site (Figure 1A). Additionally, a loop linker 3’ to the edit 

site allows for hairpin formation. The hairpin sequence can be varied to allow for the 

discovery of enabling guide strands for different therapeutically-relevant targets, such as 

the MECP2 R168X mutation that causes the neurodevelopmental disorder Rett Syndrome24 

(Figure 1B). Importantly, the R168X mutation creates a UGA premature termination codon 

in the MECP2 transcript that could be converted to a codon for tryptophan (UGI) by 

deamination of the adenosine24,25. However, the adjacent 5’ G makes this a difficult-to-edit 

site for ADARs22. An N10 sequence-randomized region in the RNA library allows for 

~106 possible guide sequences to be queried through the EMERGe screen simultaneously. 

The RNA hairpin library is subjected to an ADAR-catalyzed deamination reaction. The 

resulting products are converted to DNA through reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) and 

sequenced by Next Generation Sequencing (NGS). The sequencing data sets are processed 

using HTStream and subsequent NGS aligning to identify two key regions: (1) the editing 

site (A or G) and (2) the N10 region. These two variable regions are then used to calculate 

the % editing for each identified N10 region that enabled editing within the dataset. This 

provides a sortable dataset that is used to identify winning sequences that support efficient 

editing at the target site (Figure 1c). In order to minimize false positives, we applied a 

minimum read number cut-off, and then ordered the sequences based on the calculated % 

editing. For the R168X target substrate shown in Figure 1b, only sequences with 10 or more 

combined A and G reads in the dataset were considered further. This resulted in the selection 

of 30 top sequences (Table S1) that varied in % editing at the target site from 78% to 40%. 
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Importantly, when a no-ADAR control screen was carried out, none of the top 30 sequences 

showed editing above 0.1% (Table S2).

Given the large number of sequences tested at once in an EMERGe screen and with 

sufficient NGS read depth, the effect of single nucleotide variants of a top performing 

sequence can be readily ascertained without additional experiments. This is done by simply 

querying the data set for the single nucleotide variants of the sequence of interest and 

calculating the corresponding % editing for those variants. For instance, by completing a 

dataset look-up of single nucleotide variants of one of the 30 top sequences described above 

(R168X-5), we generated an activity heat map that shows how a single nucleotide change 

in the N10 region of R168X-5 affects editing efficiency (Figure 2). Through this, we found 

that specific nucleotides at certain positions are required for efficient editing. For instance, 

varying the nucleotides at the −2, −1, and the orphan positions opposite the target A from 

those found in R168X-5 is highly detrimental to editing (Figure 2). However, perturbations 

in the terminal regions of the selected sequence, particularly at the 5’ end, were not as 

detrimental.

We were particularly interested to know if any of the top 30 sequences from the MECP2 
R168X screen would support an in vitro ADAR2 reaction in a duplex formed in trans with 

an antisense oligonucleotide guide and longer target RNA as is typical in site directed RNA 

editing applications (Figure 1C and Table S1). Therefore, selected sequences were inserted 

into 30 nt antisense gRNA oligonucleotides to represent one strand of the hairpin from 

the EMERGe screen. The gRNA was then hybridized to a 300 nt target RNA bearing the 

MECP2 R168X target site to form an approximately 30 bp dsRNA substrate mimic of the 

hairpin tested in the screen (Figure 3A). For comparison, a control guide (R168X-AC) was 

also generated based on known design principles for ADAR gRNAs. This control gRNA is 

fully complementary to the target except for an A:C pair at the edit site (Figure 3B)22. Six 

representative sequences (Figure 3C-H) were tested in an in vitro editing assay with ADAR2 

and compared to the control guide. The sequence that showed the most effective editing 

(70% ±1%) in these studies was R168X-5 (Figure 3F). Importantly, this guide contains 

two features known to enable ADAR editing at 5’-GA sites: an A:C pair at the target 

adenosine and a G:G pair involving the 5’ G26,27 (Figure 4A). In addition, the R168X-5 

guide sequence contained two other notable features. First, it is predicted to form several 

G:U wobble pairs; and second, it bears an A:A mismatch at the 5’ end of the N10 region. 

To evaluate which features are necessary for editing, structure activity relationship (SAR) 

studies were completed by designing five new antisense guide strands with key differences 

from R168X-5 (Figure 4B-F). First, the G:G pair at the −1 position was replaced by a G:C 

pair. This guide, R168X-5a (Figure 4B) showed a reduction in editing in comparison to 

R168X-5, but editing was still greater than the control guide, highlighting the importance of 

the other selected features (i.e. the G:U wobbles and A:A mismatch). It is important to note 

here that the suffix “a” has been added to the name of the guide to denote a change from the 

EMERGe-derived sequence. Next, a guide was designed to evaluate the impact of converting 

the G:U wobbles to Watson-Crick pairs and the A:A mismatch to an A:U pair leaving 

only the G:G pair and A:C mismatch (R168X-5b, Figure 4C). This change did not reduce 

on-target editing, but it did increase bystander adenosine deamination within the guide-target 

RNA duplex. Finally, to evaluate the effect of removing the G:U wobble pairs and A:A 
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mismatch in different combinations, guides R168X-5c-e were designed (Figures 4D-F). 

Through deamination experiments with these three guides, we found that the A:A mismatch 

plays a role in reduction of off-target editing and that divergence from full complementarity 

within the 5’ side of the N10 can be beneficial.

Enabling Editing in a 5’-GAA Context

One of the most challenging sites for ADAR editing is when the target A is within a 5’-

GAA context22. This sequence has both suboptimal 5’ and 3’ nearest neighbor nucleotides. 

Therefore, applying an EMERGe screen to the 5’-GAA target sequence may provide 

insight into improving editing in this poorly edited sequence. Importantly, two common 

nonsense mutations in Rett Syndrome (R255X and R270X) generate premature termination 

codons where editing within a 5’-UGAA could restore a form of the full-length protein 

by converting the termination codons to codons for tryptophan. Therefore, we generated 

a new hairpin bearing the MECP2 R255X sequence as the target. For this hairpin, we 

also replaced the GUAA loop present in the R168X hairpin with a longer and potentially 

more flexible loop sequence (Figure 5A). This new hairpin was subjected to an EMERGe 

screen and editing of the top 30 sequences was identified (Figure 5B). The dataset from 

this screen had a lower read depth per N10, so the cut-off was lowered to three reads per 

sequence for consideration (Table S3). Among the top 30 sequences, a subset was tested 

independently for on-target and bystander editing in trans (Figure S1). In this subset, for 

example, R255X-11 led to the most specific and efficient on-target editing (Figure S1F). 

When R255X- 11 (Figure 5C) was compared directly to a guide containing the 5’-GA 

enabling G:G pair and A:C pair (Figure 5D), R255X-11 supported target site editing to 

a similar level (86 ± 12% vs 86 ± 6%) and reduced editing at two bystander sites from 

20 ± 4% and 40 ± 9% to undetectable under the conditions of the assay. Understanding 

the exact mechanisms by which the bystander editing is reduced will require additional 

studies. However, the R255X-11 guide is predicted to pair with the target in a manner that 

causes the −4 bystander A to bulge out of the RNA duplex. Reducing bystander editing 

in this manner has recently been described by others.13 Overall, these results again verify 

EMERGe’s ability to identify N10 sequences that enable specific editing. Notable features 

of the predicted secondary structure for the R255X-11 guide-target RNA duplex include 

the single bulged A present in the target strand four nucleotides 5’ of the target site (−4 

bystander A) and a three nucleotide GUG loop opposite the target A and the G on its 5’ side.

We also carried out an EMERGe screen with a hairpin bearing the MECP2 R270X site 

(Figure 6a). To avoid the low read depth for the R255X dataset described above, the R270X 

library was subjected to NGS with an estimated output of 350M paired end reads. This 

deeper read dataset allowed for a larger pool of edited sequences to be evaluated and the 

cut-off to be raised to 20 reads per sequence (Figure S2). Again, the top 30 sequences from 

the screen were selected (Table S4) and sorted according to editing efficiencies (Figure 6B). 

Representative sequences from this group were used for follow up verification studies as 

described above (Figure S3). The selected sequence leading to the highest editing efficiency 

(64% ± 2%) in an antisense guide strand, R270X-24, is predicted to form Watson-Crick 

or G:U wobble pairs at six of the ten variable nucleotide positions. The remaining four 

nucleotides are part of a 4 nt x 4 nt internal loop including the editing site adenosine 
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(Figure 6C). Interestingly, analyzing the editing efficiency of single nucleotide variants of 

the R270X-24 hairpin along with two closely related hit sequences R270X-6 and R270X-7 

indicated that a key element enabling editing is the 3’-CGG across from the 5’-UGA editing 

site (Figure S4). Therefore, the antisense oligonucleotide guide R270X-24a was designed to 

contain only that 3 nt motif while keeping the remainder of the duplex Watson-Crick base 

paired (Figure 6D). We saw a significant increase in on-target editing (from 30 ± 7% to 

71 ± 7% ) and a reduction in bystander editing at one site (from 46 ± 5% to 25 ± 8%) for 

the R270X-24a guide in comparison to the R270X-GG;AC control (Figure 6D-F and Figure 

S5).

To better understand how the 3’-CGG motif enables editing (Figure 7a), we analyzed the 

effect of single nucleotide mutations at each position in two different ways. First, we 

generated an activity heat map for variants of the R270X-24 hairpin present in the original 

screening data set (Figure 7B). Second, we synthesized 30 nt antisense oligonucleotide 

guides bearing single nucleotide changes at each position in the 3’-CGG motif found in 

R270X-24a, measured ADAR2 editing efficiencies on a target RNA bearing the R270X 

sequence and generated the corresponding activity heat map (Figure 7B). Remarkably, on 

one hand, both data sets show the 3’ C of the 3’-CGG motif is essential for enabling editing 

at the target site. On the other hand, there is a tolerance for U at the center position and A at 

the 5’ position of the 3’-CGG motif. Again, both data sets show the same results indicating 

that the effect of mutations within this motif is not dependent on the presence of the hairpin 

structure.

High resolution structures are available for ADAR2-RNA complexes that reveal details of 

the interactions between the protein and nucleotides around the editing site29,30. Indeed, our 

lab recently published a structure of ADAR2 bound to substrate RNA where the editing site 

is adjacent to a G:G pair25. From these structures, we can define the “orphan” base found 

in the guide strand opposite the editing site. This nucleotide makes multiple contacts to the 

protein including direct hydrogen bonding to the side chain of the amino acid at position 

488 of hADAR2 (Figure 7C). At this point, it is not clear which nucleotide of the 3’-CGG 

motif functions as the orphan base. In guide strands where cytidine is the orphan base, as 

is the case for the control guide R270X-GG;AC, the ADAR2 mutant E488Q is hyperactive 

(Figure 7D; 3’-AGC). However, with R270X-24a guide, this mutant is actually less active 

than the wild type protein (E488) (Figure 7D, 3’-CGG). Orphan base recognition is clearly 

different with this motif and will require additional studies to understand fully. This is 

important since our earlier studies have shown how a detailed understanding of the orphan 

base/ADAR interaction can suggest nucleoside analogs for this position that can further 

increase editing efficiency31,32. It is also possible that mutations other than E488Q may be 

uniquely beneficial with the 3’-CGG motif targeting the 5’-UGA site33,34.

The top-performing sequence from the R270X screen and in vitro validation experiments 

described above (R270X-24a) was tested for its ability to recruit an exogenous ADAR2 

deaminase domain for directed editing in a cultured human cell line. For this purpose, 

we turned to an engineered Editase28, a system we used previously for editing MECP2 
mutations25. An MECP2 guide RNA recruits the hADAR2 catalytic domain to the region 

in MECP2 containing the target adenosine. The ADAR2 catalytic domain has been fused 
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to the λ N peptide from bacteriophage lambda (Editase) that recognizes two BoxB hairpins 

flanking the guide region (Figure 8A). The Editase is directed to the BoxB hairpins by λN 

delivering the hADAR2 deaminase domain to the gRNA-target RNA duplex for editing. 

Guides were designed to enable recoding at the MECP2 R270X site with the Editase system. 

We compared results from transfecting all three components into HEK cells expressing 

either a guide bearing the R270X-24a sequence or the guide bearing R270X-GG;AC (Figure 

8C-D). The control transfections lacked a guide sequence (Figure 8B). The R270X-GG;AC 

guide bears two previously known enabling features for editing a 5’-GA site; an A:C pair 

at the target site and a G:G pair involving the 5’ G26,27, but is otherwise Watson-Crick 

complementary to the target site. After transfection of plasmids and allowing 72 hours 

for expression, total RNA was isolated, reverse transcribed, PCR amplified, and subjected 

to Sanger sequencing. Importantly, we found the guide bearing the 3’-CGG motif from 

R270X-24a supported significantly more efficient editing (21.4% ± 0.6% SD) than the 

designed guide R270X-GG,AC (9.0% ± 0.5% SD) (Figure 8C-D). Thus, enabling sequences 

discovered in an EMERGe screen can direct ADAR editing in human cells with improved 

performance.

It is clear that ADARs have 5’, 3’, and opposite base preferences within base paired, A-form 

duplexes1,2. Indeed, these preferences are well understood, and they can be used to inform 

the design of ADAR guide strands for site-directed RNA editing applications13,15,27,31,32,34. 

However, these preferences are not absolute as ADARs can deaminate adenosines in 

natural substrate RNAs that contain suboptimal nearest neighbors and/or are adjacent to 

helix defects, etc19,21,22. Furthermore, many therapeutically relevant target adenosines for 

directed RNA editing applications do not conform to ADAR’s known preferred nearest 

neighbors24,25. In such cases where rational design based on current knowledge of ADAR-

RNA recognition is insufficient, it is sensible to screen for sequences that can enable editing 

by forming beneficial, non-Watson-Crick structural features in the RNA. Different screening 

strategies for ADAR-RNA combinations have been published, but each require transfection 

of plasmid libraries, limiting the size of libraries that can be practically screened14,20,23. 

Here we describe a type of screen that does not require plasmid transfections, and that 

allows one to query very large libraries. By linking an editing site covalently through a 

hairpin loop to a site where the sequence is randomized, we could use NGS to quantify the 

number of reads of G or A associated with each specific sequence within the randomized 

region. One can imagine many different iterations of the strategy described here with 

different ADARs, different lengths of the randomized region, different lengths of duplex, 

and different loop sequences and/or lengths, etc. We have demonstrated here that EMERGe 

screens using human ADAR2 with hairpins containing a 30 bp duplex region, a 10 nt 

variable region and loops of four or twelve nucleotides can identify editing-enabling motifs. 

However, given the length and stability of the 30 bp duplex region, it is possible that 

features found in our winning sequences arise because they provide a benefit in the reverse 

transcription step of the EMERGe workflow. For this reason, we chose to test hit sequences 

in the context of duplexes formed in trans with 30 nt antisense oligonucleotides bearing the 

selected sequences in the center. The importance of this validation step is underscored by the 

observation that the winning sequences in the EMERGe hairpins (R168X-1, R255X-1, and 

R270X-1) did not produce the best antisense guide strands.
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CONCLUSION

We applied the EMERGe screening strategy to three sites in the MECP2 transcript where 

mutations are known to cause Rett Syndrome. Each of these sites has a guanosine on the 

5’ side of the target adenosine: ADARs’ least preferred nearest neighbor nucleotide. In all 

three screens, sequences that supported efficient editing at the target site were predicted to 

form non-Watson-Crick features around the editing site. Indeed, the most effective sequence 

identified in the R168X screen (R168X-5) includes an A:C pair at the editing site and a 

G:G pair involving the 5’ G. Both of these features are known to facilitate editing at 5’-GA 

sites by known mechanisms25. This result validated the EMERGe approach for identifying 

editing-enabling features. In addition, antisense guide strands generated with sequences 

from EMERGe screens typically showed reduced bystander editing compared to designed 

guides (see Figures 3, 5 and 6). We believe this is at least in part due to the manner in which 

the NGS data was analyzed. Sequences leading to efficient editing at nearby adenosines on 

the substrate RNA would have been excluded in the alignment steps in our data processing 

workflow. The structural basis for the effects on ADAR selectivity are currently unknown. 

However, certain helix defects have been shown to increase ADAR specificity.35

Interestingly, the R255X and R270X screens each identified G-rich loops opposite the target 

site that enabled editing. Understanding the exact mechanism by which the G-rich loops 

enable editing at the R255X and R270X sites will require additional studies. Nevertheless, 

given the sequence similarities between the two targets, it is likely that features identified in 

the screens that are proximal to each editing site could be used for similar target sequences. 

In the case of the R270X target, the 3’-CGG loop was selected opposite the 5’-UGA 

target sequence and the 3’ C was found to be essential for activity. It is possible that 

this C forms a Watson-Crick pair with the 5’ G while also creating a single U bulge on 

the edited strand, but structural studies will be necessary to test this hypothesis and to 

define the nature of the ADAR-orphan base interaction. Such follow up analysis will aid 

further optimization of these editing-enabling features. Nevertheless, we were able to show 

here that an editing-enabling sequence motif discovered by the EMERGe strategy can be 

introduced into an ADAR guide strand for directed editing in a cultured human cell line with 

the Editase system (Figure 8). This guide strand directed more efficient on-target editing 

than did a guide designed based on our current understanding of ADAR-RNA recognition. 

It is important to note, however, that directed editing experiments in cultured cell lines 

provide limited information about efficacy in living organisms. Future work will be needed 

to establish the efficacy of EMERGe-derived features for directed editing in vivo by, for 

instance, AAV-mediated delivery of the Editase and guide as has been described before with 

a mouse model for Rett Syndrome.36

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein overexpression and purification

hADAR2, hADAR2-RD WT and hADAR2-RD E488Q with N-terminal His10 tag were 

overexpressed in S. cerevisiae and purified as follows. Cells were lysed using a 

microfluidizer in lysis buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 750 

mM NaCl, 35 mM imidazole, 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100 and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol 
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(BME). The clarified lysate was then passed over a 5 mL Ni-NTA column, washed once 

with 50 mL lysis buffer, then with 50 mL each of the following wash buffers: (1) 20 

mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 300 mM NaCl, 35 mM imidazole, 0.01% (v/v) 

Triton X-100 and 1 mM BME; then (2) 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 100 

mM NaCl, 35 mM imidazole, 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100 and 1 mM BME. Bound proteins 

were eluted by gradient elution with imidazole (30 to 400 mM). Protein fractions were 

pooled, concentrated, then dialyzed against a storage buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl 

pH 8.0, 20% (v/v) glycerol, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM BME. Protein concentration was 

determined by running the sample alongside bovine serum albumin (BSA) standards in a 

sodium dodecyl sulfate-PAGE gel, followed by SYPRO Orange (Invitrogen) staining.

Generation and deamination of sequence-randomized hairpin substrates

MECP2 R168X, R255X, and R270X libraries, each containing a T7 promoter sequence 

upstream, were initially obtained as ssDNA synthesized by IDT. The ssDNAs were then 

converted into dsDNA by PCR (NEB M0530L). Each dsDNA library was used as a 

transcription template for T7 RNA polymerase transcription in vitro to generate ssRNA 

libraries (NEB E2040). The ssRNA libraries were purified using denaturing PAGE. Each 

RNA library (100 nM) was folded by heating to 95 °C for 5 min and subsequent cooling 

to room temperature over 2 h in 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 10 mM Tris pH 7.4. 

The ssRNA library substrates were deaminated by the following reaction. hADAR2 (200 

nM) was mixed with 10 nM RNA in a deamination buffer containing 15 mM Tris–HCl, pH 

7.8, 60 mM KCl, 3 mM MgCl2 1.5 mM EDTA, 3% glycerol, 0.003% Nonidet P-40, 0.6 

mM DTT, 160 U/mL RNase inhibitor, and 1.0 μg/mL yeast tRNA in a final volume of 100 

μL. Reaction solutions were incubated at 30 °C prior to addition of hADAR2, then held 

at 30 °C for 30 min in the presence of hADAR2. The reaction was quenched by adding 

20 μL aliquots to 180 μL of water preheated to 95 °C, held at this temperature for 5 min, 

then placed on ice for 3 min. The quenched reaction aliquots were then combined and 

concentrated in vacuo to a total volume of 350 μL. The concentrated RNA was used for 

RT-PCR (Promega A1280) to a total volume of 500 μL to generate cDNA. The cDNA was 

then purified by gel extraction using 2% agarose (Qiagen 28706) and dried in vacuo. The 

pellet was resuspended in nuclease free water and 2.5 μg of sample was submitted for library 

preparation and Illumina sequencing. The three samples (R168X, R255X, and R270X) were 

submitted for NGS under differing Illumina conditions. First, R168X was submitted to 

Genewiz for 10M (paired-end) PE reads. Second, R255X was submitted to the UC Davis 

DNA Technologies Core for 10M PE reads. Third, R270X was submitted to Genewiz for 

350M PE reads.

Identification of hit sequences from NGS data

Pair-end reads from Miseq were first de-complexed according to the terminal 5’ and 

3’ regions using HTStream (https://s4hts.github.io/HTStream/) to produce a preprocessed 

FASTQ output. This FASTQ output was trimmed to contain sequences that were the 

approximate known length of the libraries (3 nt shorter and 1 nt longer). Using an 

RStudio script (https://github.com/csjacobsen/EMERGe/tree/bioinformatics), two regions 

are selected as regions of interest, the N10 and the codon region. The N10 region is the 

variable guide RNA region. The codon region is 3 nt long, defined as the edited A and the 
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nucleotides directly 5’ and 3’. Once these two regions are selected, the script calculates the 

number of reads for each codon that is present for each unique N10 region. The comma 

separated variables file that is outputted by the script is first limited to two codon sequences, 

the edited and the unedited codon sequences. A table is generated containing each N10 

region and its corresponding codon reads for both edited and unedited codons. Editing 

percentage and overall reads for the N10 sequences are calculated using the codon reads. The 

data were then processed to remove background noise. The background filter consisted of 

each N10 sequence requiring at least two edited codon reads and three reads overall. This 

then resulted in a sortable table of the winning N10 sequences. A subset of sequences, based 

on overall reads, editing %, and computationally predicted secondary structure, was taken 

forward to verification.

Testing hit sequences and mutants in antisense oligonucleotide guide strands

Human MECP2 R168X, R255X and R270X targets were initially obtained as dsDNAs 

synthesized by IDT. These dsDNAs contain 300 nt excerpts of their respective sequences, 

centered on the mutation. They also contain a T7 promoter sequence upstream. The 

dsDNA fragment was PCR amplified (NEB M0530L) to provide 1 μg of dsDNA. Each 

dsDNA target was used as a transcription template for T7 RNA polymerase transcription 

in vitro to generate deamination-targets (NEB E2040). The ssRNA targets were purified 

using denaturing PAGE. To maximize yields during T7 RNA polymerase transcription, 

the sequence GGG was added to the 5’ end of each guide strand followed by 10 nt of 

target complementary sequence, a N10 sequence, and finally 10 nt of target complementary 

sequence for a total length of 33 nt. Winning guide and mutant guide sequences and 

their reverse complements were initially obtained as ssDNAs synthesized by IDT. These 

complementary ssDNAs were then hybridized to a final concentration of 5 μM dsDNA 

by heating at 95 °C for 5 min and subsequent cooling to room temperature over 2 h in 

500 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 10 mM Tris pH 7.4. Each winning guide dsDNA was 

used as a transcription template for T7 RNA polymerase transcription in vitro to generate 

gRNAs (NEB E2040), which were purified using denaturing PAGE. The gRNAs were then 

hybridized to the targets, with a final concentration of 1 μM gRNA and 100 nM target, by 

heating to 95 °C for 5 min and subsequent cooling to room temperature over 2 h in 500 

mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 10 mM Tris pH 7.4. The hybridized dsRNA substrate was 

then deaminated using the following conditions. hADAR2 (200 nM) was mixed with 10 

nM substrate dsRNA in a deamination buffer containing 15 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.4, 60 mM 

KCl, 1.5 mM EDTA, 3% glycerol, 0.003% Nonidet P-40, 0.5 mM DTT, 160 U/mL RNase 

inhibitor, and 1.0 μg/mL yeast tRNA in a final volume of 20 μL. Reaction solutions were 

incubated at 30 °C prior to addition of hADAR2, then held at 30 °C for 30 min in the 

presence of hADAR2. The reaction was quenched by adding 180 μL of water preheated to 

95 °C, held at this temperature for 5 min, then placed on ice for 3 min. The deaminated 

dsRNA was subjected to RT-PCR (Promega A1280) to generate cDNA. The cDNA was 

then purified by gel extraction using 2% agarose (Qiagen 28706) and submitted to Genewiz 

for Sanger sequencing. Percent editing was determined by recording peak values for A to 

G conversion from Sanger sequencing traces. For comparative analysis between WT and 

the E488Q mutant ADAR, the same procedure was used as described above with minor 

changes. First, 100 nM of hADAR2-RD WT or E488Q was used for deaminations. These 
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proteins bear deaminase domains and dsRBD2 and lack the N-terminal dsRBD of human 

ADAR230. Second, the reaction was quenched at 15 min to better observe differences in 

editing.

Directed editing in HEK293T cells using λN-BoxB Editase

All cloning primers and guide sequences are included in Supplemental Tables S24-25. 

All plasmids were completely sequenced. Plasmid pGM1090 contains the wild-type 

hADAR2 deaminase domain under control of the CMV promoter (Editase)37. To generate 

an epitope tagged version of the MECP2 R270X target plasmid (pGM1524), we first 

subcloned wild-type MECP2 cDNA, from a plasmid kindly provided by Adrian Bird 
38, into a 3xFlag-CMV-10 plasmid (Sigma; pGM1160). We then generated the R270X 

mutation in pGM1160 (pGM1524) using Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis (NEB E0554S) 

per manufacturer’s instruction. As previously described37, guide plasmids were generated 

by ligating annealed single-stranded synthetic oligonucleotides containing BsaI overhangs 

into the pENTR plasmid (Thermo Fisher Scientific; pGM1139) downstream from the U6 
promoter. pGM1139 without MECP2 guides or BoxB sequences served as our control 

guide plasmid. The plasmids pGM1525 and pGM1526 contain the MECP2 guide RNA 

sequences R270X-GG;AC and R270X-24a, respectively, as well as the λN-BoxB hairpins 

flanking the guide sequences as described37. The host HEK 293T cells (ATCC, CRL-1573) 

were maintained in DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 11965092), 10% FBS, and penicillin-

streptomycin solution at 37°C in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator. Transfection, processing, 

and quantification of RNA editing was performed as previously described37. Cells were 

seeded into a 12-well plate at 1.25 x 105 per well. After 24 h, cells were transfected 

with three plasmids: MECP2 R270X target (pGM1524), the Editase (pGM1090) and either 

MECP2 (pGM1525 or pGM1526) or control guides (pGM1139). We used a 2:1 ratio of 

Lipofectamine 2000 Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 11668019) and DNA in Opti-MEM 

I (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 31985070), then the following reagents were added per well: 

125 ng target, 250 ng Editase, and 2.5 μg guide plasmid DNA. At 72 h post transfection, 

cells were harvested and total RNA was isolated using the Purelink RNA Mini Kit (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, 12183025). Residual plasmid DNA was removed using the TURBO DNA-

free Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, AM1907), and elimination was confirmed by PCR 

and agarose gel electrophoresis. Total RNA was reverse transcribed using the SuperScript 

III First-Strand Synthesis System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 18080051) and primed using 

oligo dT. Exogenous MECP2 cDNA was amplified by PCR using a forward primer in the 

3xFLAG sequence and a reverse primer in the target sequence (Table S26). Target PCR 

product was isolated by agarose gel electrophoresis. The bands were purified using the 

QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, 28706) and eluted in 1mM Tris pH 8.0 prior to 

Sanger sequencing. A to I editing efficiency was determined by Sanger sequence analysis 

of the purified target PCR product. Sequencing peak heights from the antisense strand were 

determined using the Bioedit Software package (www.mbio.ncsu.edu/BioEdit/bioedit.html; 

File > Batch Export of Raw Sequence Trace Data). The formula {[C/(C+T)] x 100%} was 

used to quantify editing percentages at any given cDNA site, where C and T are maximum 

heights of the edited and nonedited peaks, respectively. Quantification of C/T peak heights 

on the antisense strand are more accurate than A/G peak heights on the sense strand16. All 

transfection data is shown as reverse complement.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ADARs Adenosine Deaminases acting on RNA

A adenosine

I inosine

U uracil

G guanosine

C cytosine

dsRBD double stranded RNA binding domain

ECS editing site complementary sequence

EMERGe En Masse Evaluation of RNA Guides

gRNA guide RNA

N10 10nt region which contains the edit site and complementary 10 

variable nucleotides

RT-PCR reverse transcription PCR

NGS Next Generation Sequencing

SAR structure activity relationship
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Figure 1: 
En Masse Evaluation of RNA Guides (EMERGe). A: A library of RNA hairpin substrates is 

deaminated by ADAR and converted to DNA by RT-PCR. NGS is carried out to determine 

the number of reads associated with a given N10 sequence that has either A or G at the 

editing site. These values are then used to calculate % editing for each sequence present. B: 

An example of an EMERGe library corresponding to the sequence present in the mRNA for 

human MECP2 bearing the R168X mutation (bold) showing the N10 sequence randomized 

region in red. The target A is shown in yellow. C: Calculated % editing by ADAR2 for the 

top 30 sequences having at least 10 reads from the R168X EMERGe dataset.
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Figure 2: 
Percent editing calculated for all the single nucleotide variants of the R168X-5 hairpin 

present in the EMERGe NGS dataset. Numbers below the heat map correspond to the 

nucleotide position in the guide strand relative to the orphan (O) position opposite the target 

A.
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Figure 3: 
Directed editing assay results with R168X hit sequences present in 30 nt antisense 

oligonucleotide guide strands A: The experimental design with 30 nt guide strands and a 

300 nt target strand. B-H: Percent editing at target site and bystander sites observed with 

200 nM hADAR2 in a 30 min reaction. The target adenosine is underlined in black. B: 

Complementary guide with A:C mismatch at target site. C-H: Guides R168X-1, 3, 4, 5, 15, 

and 21. Data are plotted as the mean ± s.d. from three independent experiments.
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Figure 4: 
The effect of mutations in the R168X-5 guide. Sequence changes made to the R168X-5 

sequence are underlined in red A: R168X-5 guide. B-F: R168X-5a-e. On-target editing for 

R168X-5 is greater than R168X-5e (Welch’s t-test, p < 0.1%). Data are plotted as the mean 

± s.d. from three independent experiments.
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Figure 5: 
Results from a screen with hADAR2 and an MECP2 R255X library. A: R255X library 

design. B: Percent editing for top 30 sequences from R255X EMERGe dataset. C and D: 

Percent editing at target site and bystander sites observed with 100 nM hADAR2 in a 

1h reaction. C. Complementary guide with A:C mismatch at target site and adjacent G:G 

mismatch. D: R255X-11 guide. Data are plotted as the mean ± s.d. from three independent 

experiments.
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Figure 6: 
Results from a screen with hADAR2 and an MECP2 R270X library. A: MECP2 R270X 

substrate design. B: Percent editing for top 30 sequences from R270X EMERGe dataset. 

C-F: Percent editing at target site and bystander sites observed with 200 nM hADAR2 

in a 30 min reaction. C: R270X-24 guide. D: R270X-24a. E: Complementary guide with 

A:C mismatch at target site and adjacent G:G mismatch. F: Complementary guide with 

A:C mismatch at target site. Data are plotted as the mean ± s.d. from three independent 

experiments.
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Figure 7: 
EMERGe screen identifies a novel motif enabling editing at R270X premature termination 

codon. A: MECP2 R270X 300mer RNA substrate and R270X-24a gRNA sequence. The 

unique 3’-CGG motif is shown in red. B: (Left) Percent editing calculated for all the single 

nucleotide variants of the R270X-24 hairpin present in the EMERGe NGS dataset. (Right) 

The effect of mutations in 30 nt antisense guides at the 3-CGG motif in the R270X-24a 

sequence. C: Interaction of hADAR2 Q488 with orphan C. D: Effect of wild type (E) 

and E488Q (Q) ADAR2 on reaction of R270X-GG;AC (with 3’-AGC opposite 5’-UGA in 

target) and R270X-24a (with 3’-CGG opposite 5’-UGA). Data are plotted as the mean ± s.d. 

from three independent experiments. P values are calculated from Welch’s t-tests (* p < 0.05 

and ** p < 0.01).
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Figure 8: 
Directed editing in HEK293T cells using lN-BoxB Editase and R270X guide sequences. 

A: The general design of the lN-BoxB Editase system. Red box indicates the variable 

region opposite the target adenosine. B-D: Percent editing at target site and bystander sites 

observed in transfected HEK293T cells. Representative Sanger sequencing chromatograms 

span the guide region. Target adenosines are underlined. B: No guide control. C: R270X-

GG;AC guide. D: R270X-24a guide. Red nucleotides indicate the 3’-CGG motif identified 

from the EMERGe screen. Data are plotted as the mean ± s.d. from five independent 

experiments. P value for editing percentages at target adenosines in C versus D used Welch’s 

t test (**** p<0.0001).
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